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Week 7: Superheroes, Buffy, Science Fiction and Philosophy 

Heroes and Superhoroes 

• A hero is defined as ‘a man of super human qualities favoured by the gods’ 

• Other definitions highlight a hero as ‘an illustrious warrior’ 

• And still others note ‘a man admired for their achievements and noble qualities’ 

• Superhero = extraordinary powerful person with weaknesses and strengths but noble  

• A hero – does have to have noble qualities 

• And they are also thought about as being morally better than others and they are guided by their noble 

character into doing good things.  

• Has superhuman powers 

• The original Greek definition of a hero did involve the notion of being superhuman  

• Super – means above, beyond the norm.  

• The meaning of a hero has also come to include nobleness  

• But there is also darkness within these characters, but that darkness is constrained by the good and 

noble.  

 

Being a hero 

• Superheroes know there is no self-fulfilment without self-giving 

• Such as Superman and Spiderman who both have personal sacrifices to be superheroes 

• Self-discipline is also important, otherwise, the superheroes can be tempted to use their powers for 

evil rather than good.  

• Superheroes remind us, that self-discipline and self-sacrifice are important  

• They are role models that suggest we should work for things that are good, noble and important 

• Plato believed that what is good – is attractive to people and will motivate us 

 

Why be good 

• Plato’s Republic, gives a description of an ancestor of Gyges of Lydia who found a magic ring that made 

him invisible which he used to become king 

• The story is told to pose the question as to whether people do or do not love goodness and justice 

• And if they are unjust or immoral they will suffer consequences.  

 

• Superheroes 

• The superheroes with superpowers, tend to be committed to what is right and good 
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• They tend to use their gifts for the benefit of others  

 

Kierkegaard and double danger 

• Kierkegaard (1813-1855) describes the life that us humans are called to live which is a life of universal 

love  

• We are called (by God) to love our neighbour as ourselves  

 First danger – is our inner obstacle to goodness, justice and love 

 So we need to overcome our natural selfishness and our own desires to put ourselves first 

 Second danger – is external one  

 The second danger to this is an external one.  

 The responses to our selflessness and putting others first which may be hostile or unwelcome 

 Often saintly people (do gooders) are received quite negatively 

 Thus we are confronted with double danger in efforts to be good 

 

Moral person  

• A moral person has to overcome self-desires to act in the interest of others 

• Superheroes, however, are often committed to good rather than inner conflicts 

• Whereas, we sometimes see that inner conflict in Doctor Who  

• And in Spiderman 2 he gives up being a superhero and attempts to live a normal life 

• But, he is still morally good – Spiderman doesn’t become evil  

 

X-Men highlight the double danger 

• The X Men also highlight the double danger,  

• They are a group of mutants with special powers  

• As a result, one mutant Magneto calls for war on ordinary humans  

• Whereas (Professor X) Xavier believes it is possible to work for toleranc 

 

The good X men  

• So the X Men face hostility in the world  

• It is suggested that most people don’t react positively to saintly behaviour 

• Too good people, may make us feel bad  

• Having a positive role model  

• The X Men are shown as having weaknesses and selfish desires as well rather than being saintly 
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• And the overcoming of such selfish desires, it is suggested is what makes them good role models.   

• Having  a positive role model – particularly someone who exhibits goodness and overcomes inner 

conflicts, stimulates admiration and wanting to be like them.  

 

Why be Moral  

• Plato argues morality – the notions of good and bad, reflect the character of the universe 

• Kierkegaard suggested a religious vision is needed to give us a reason to be good 

• And that people can be described as homo religious – which means naturally inclined towards a 

religious sensibility  

• Although we could rephrase it to a spiritual sensibility perhaps (and you can also disagree with this) 

• But interestingly, the superheroes don’t tend to be motivated by religious attitudes to be good 

• But rather it is portrayed as their character – a nobleness.  

 

Responsibilities 

• Whilst moral relativists suggests that moral properties are always relative to the point of view being 

taken, which suggests that there is nothing that we can apply across cultures or societies  

• This is different from moral universalism, which suggests there are moral values we can apply across 

societies and the right way to act and behave regardless of gender, race, class, sexuality etc.  

•   

 

Utilitarianism  

 Drawing on John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), Utilitarianism is about what makes a particular act morally 

right and this is determined by the consequences of that act or action 

 It focuses, particularly on the amount of goodness an act produces 

 Which leads to the wellbeing of the most number of beings (or people) 

 So the consequences of the actions are the only standard of right or wrong e.g. Doctor Who killing 

the Daleks and apparently the Time Lords to stop others dying in the fighting. 

 Duty to remain a superhero  

 So Spiderman and other superheroes have a duty to remain superheroes 

 2. Their personal pain is outweighed by the overall good their actions bring 

 3. But there are criticisms of this as well.  

 4. For example, in The Joker: Devil’s Advocate – the joker finds himself on death row for a crime he didn’t 

commit 
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 5. Utilitarianism would suggest that the Joker dying would bring about greater overall good, whereas, 

letting him die for a crime he didn’t commit is unjust 

 

Plato’s Cave 

• In Plato’s cave analogy, people live their entire lives in a dark cave 

• Inside that cave, all that people can see are shadows and images in shadows 

• This is their entire reality and they don’t know any better.  

• Once they are out of the cave they discover that there is much more to their reality than their cave 

existence 

• Plato argues that a person who recognises a higher dimension to ordinary everyday reality (those who 

are out of the cave)  is the philosopher 

• And that the person who lives in that higher dimension has a duty to liberate others from their 

ignorance 

Buffy  

• We could argue that Buffy, as a vampire slayer is aware of both higher and lower dimensions and is 

similar to Plato’s notion of a philosopher 

 

Make our own reality  

• We therefore create the world of our experience out of our basic beliefs 

Fear and love – two poles around which the world is constructed 

• Our worlds, and the worlds of many characters are built around two poles – fear and love 

• There are tensions between our choices between these two poles 

• But the duty of the philosopher, with their heightened awareness, is the duty to dispel the shadows 

cast by fear, as part of bringing people into the light.  

 

Buffy the Chosen one 

• Buffy envies her peers who are unaware that death lurks everywhere 

• She is the Slayer – the only one in a generation 

• She is encouraged to recognise her unique destiny and her responsibilities 

• Burden of duty  

• Buffy does take on the mantle of duty and responsibility  

• Especially when her friends and loved ones, or vulnerable people, are threatened or victimised 

• According to Kant, duty is essential in relation to morality  
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• The moral person does what they have to do. They do what duty requires of them  

 

Duty and morality  

• Kant suggests that the morally committed person will sacrifice their life, rather than cause the death of 

an innocent human person 

• Kant describes this person as a higher personality  

 

Buffy tries to abandon her duty as slayer on occasions 

• Buffy tries to abandon her duty as a slayer on occasions 

• And the Doctor tries to avoid being the Doctor on occasions and runs away 

• But both accept their duty in the end 

• Kant suggests that only through doing our duty do we have true freedom and are that higher moral 

person 

 

Fear of Harm  

• Part of being human is fearing harm 

• Superhero stories, vampires, zombies and science fiction ones tend to portray the forms of harm that 

can enter our lives 

• They show us that nothing worth doing is easy and they address our fears and show us the dangers 

can be confronted and overcome 

• They show us that even powerful people have to fight and struggle in order to prevail  

• The superheroes use force, and forceful acts, but they don’t become evil  

• They use self-restraint and there are lines that they will not cross 

• It could be argued that this is the role of superheroes and some science fiction heroes – providing 

moral examples for us to follow 

 


